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>The new fantasy action RPG >A Vast World Full of Excitement >An Epic Drama Born from a Myth
>Create your Own Character >An asynchronous online element that allows you to feel the presence

of others COCOMOON CHARACTERS The Elder, Lochaber, is a medium height, somewhat slender
man with golden skin who is married to a woman of similar appearance. He can wield various spells

and has a skill for conducting a ritual. He is the founder and ruler of the Elden Ring. :Dawn The bright
young princess of the village of Cung, she is a medium height girl with long black hair. She has a

temper, but is still a child in many ways, and is the daughter of the mayor of Cung. She is the
princess of the land of Cung, and the granddaughter of the eldest princess of the Fire Magician.

:Callow A tall man with bronze skin, he is Ziriel’s assistant. He was born the illegitimate son of a deity
of fire and is a member of the Hermes Tribe. :Ziriel The various gods of the Land Between, Ziriel was
originally a powerful demon-like individual. After he transformed and was selected as a god, he was
worshipped by the humans of Naga Village, and he changed his nature to become a kindly deity. He
now lives in Naga Village with the rest of the gods. :Zack Ziriel’s right-hand man, Zack is a short man
with red hair. Since he was a human, he has the visual recognition ability of a god, but now spends

his time learning all the skills of a human. :Upper Goddess The eldest goddess of the fire god family.
Her name is spoken in an ancient language. :Crescent The fire deity who holds the power of wind

and is also the god of the wind. :The Fiery Prophet A little girl who appears at the end of the story of
the fire deity family. • The Smallest of the Gods The fire god who holds the power of wind and is also
the god of the wind. :Pilate The gun god who holds the power of air and is also the god of the wind.
:Prester John The water god who holds the power of water and is also the god of the wind. :Aurora
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Elden Ring Features Key:
An ever-evolving online simulation game based on LOSING STONE Platform.

Map, quests, monsters, NPC’s, weapons, items, and magic are all able to be freely changed.
Equipping armor, weapons, and magic and altering your appearance greatly affects attack power,

defense, and so on
You can freely wander the vast world and explore freely.

A multitude of quests and contents are waiting for you to uncover
The Seven Banners of the Sunlight Empire are waiting for you

Story:

The maiden fall into Despair, her world is shattered with evil rituals and magical flows, she has been
transported to the realm of the Forgotten City. In addition to that, there is a shadow in the depths of
darkness that causes just as much fear and hatred. In this world where no light exists, monsters called
“Krake” manuevrously run wild, their cries echoing in the distance…

Features of online gameplay:

RUNAWAY
You can now grow your own Cursed Fragment(Cursed Bit Fragment) that increases the
damage of “Rune” from monsters when available. It is more convenient to get in touch with
others who live in other areas of the world.
You can now summon “Monsters with a special role” from “Monster Creation” or search for
that monster in the map with “Monster Notification”.
You can now add various tags to monsters with the “Monster Tags” function and use those
tags to search for monsters.
You can now transfer the monster tags of one player to other players.
It is more convenient for everyone to share monsters by using “Monster Society.”

GEOGRAPHY From the mid of this game, GEOGRAPHY has been improved and completed.

Main Features of Single-player Mode:
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